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Reading some of H. G. Well’s late-19 century science-fiction classics from a Gaian perspective
enables us to see how the science of microbes has shifted since his day. Wells momentarily
intuited this change, from microbe as enemy to microbe as ally, almost despite himself and
certainly against the bias of late Victorian culture, in The War of the Worlds of 1898. I will preface
my discussion of this text and also Wells’s The Time Machine, by glancing at some recent works on
related themes, Ronald Wright’s 1997 literary novel A Scientific Romance, and two feature-length
animated movies, Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within (2001) and WALL-E (2008). Relative to the
earnest but cartoonish environmentalism of these movies, Wells’s fictions accurately convey how
his world understood life on Earth to work.
The Time Machine transmits a telling late-Victorian version of classical notions about the possibility of
taming the natural environment. Wells’s fiction imagines that a world from which bacteria and fungi had
been expunged could be not just viable but enviable. The War of the Worlds carries forward the notion
that microbes are dispensable pests to be exterminated by the hygienic advancement of a scientific
civilization. Wells’s text remains strongly imprinted with Pasteur’s germ theory of disease and its
pervasive medicalization of the microbial realm. Indeed, Wells’s Martian invasion is an allegory of the
germs in Pasteur’s theory. The bacteria represent the naturalization of the diabolical within a larger
salvational scheme. Nonetheless, the novel’s denouement gives the role of the microbes an interesting
evolutionary twist: when pitted against the Martians, bacteria become our “allies” in the war to defend
human dominion over the Earth. In this moment Wells’s imagination leaps a century ahead of his time.
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